NCAA 2017 – PERFECT PLAYOFF PLAN
Too many Teams, Games, Weeks and Bowls
130 Teams, 12 or 13 Game Season over 15 weeks and 40 Bowls
The 2017 NCAA Divsion 1 Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) is fundamentally flawed and
cannot accomplish the outcome that its interested stake holders have demanded, an
Undisputed National Champion.
The FBS has too many things in its way like 130 Teams, 12 Regular Season Games, 40
Bowls over a total 20 weeks that confuse and dilute Major College Football and does not
give us an Undisputed National Champion. They unfairly apply the rules and resources
unequally to half their teams and conferences leaving them with a second class status
and no chance to succeed in the competition for a Playoff invitation.
Ihe FBS has failed in its mandate to pursue its core goals to provide an Undisputed
National Champion and a SAFE College Football sports endeavor.
Student Safety
Academic Success
Fair treatment for all its members
Equal status for every Conference and Team
The FBS allows its Schools to play 106 meaningless Patsy Games and then relegates half
its members to Cupcake status in the Group of Five Conferences excluding them from an
equal opportunity and equal share of the massive revenue from the CFP and TV, wasting
everybodies time and frustrating the students, alumni, fans, families and athletes that
want any chance at achieving their expectations to inclusion.
There is a way to fix every flaw and achieve every goal, it is the Perfect Playoff Plan
Reorganization of the FBS. This Plan reduces the excessive numbers while raising the
25 Group of Five Teams that have shown their ability to compete at the highest level of
College Football to the Equal Status they deserve in a New Football Only Major College
Football Division with a 16 Team National Championship Playoff.

90 Teams, 11 Game Season over 12 weeks, 16 Team Playoff, 27 Bowls
Back to the College Football Playoff

